
 

 

 
 
 

CARGO-FORCE® 
——Polyester Lashing Belt  

 

 

      Polyester Lashing Belt is made of high multi-fiber polyester polymer. With outstanding performance over 

the traditional steel and PP strap, it is a safe, efficient and economical substitute of steel strap for cargos’ fixing 

and binding. Due to its flexibility and toughness, it is easy to fold and suitable for the application in cargo 

transportation, movement, shipping and storage with the special buckle. It is safe, reliable, portable, easy 

handling, and not to be off after locking up, protecting the cargo from damage.。 

Features： 

Material: Polyester, Nylon 

Standard: European standard EN12195-2 AS/NZS 4380 

Length: As customers’ request. 

Scope: -40℃－100℃ 

Safety factor: 2：1  

 

 Application pictures 
 

    

(Click for large pictures) 

Advantages： 

Shock-absorbency 

Due to the elongation recovery, Polyester Lashing Belt absorbs shocks much better than steel strapping, and it 

will not lose its tension if the load contracts or expands. 

Strength 

It is as strong as steel with comparable break strength to conventional steel banding.It is also five times lighter 

allowing for ease and flexibility of use. 



 

 

 

Safety 

It has no sharp edges when cut, and it does not spring back like steel banding. This quality offers protection for 

employees, customers and machinery, while giving you an inexpensive alternative to steel strapping 

Cost effective 

It is a cost effective alternative to steel strapping. And it eliminates the "hidden costs" of steel banding - such as 

damaged products, downtime, worker's compensation, tooling and repair costs.  

Protection 

The soft and flexible texture of the strapping protects the most sensitive products. It is safe on virtually all 

surfaces which minimizes waste and eliminates costly re-work. The Polyester Strapping corded polyester does 

not corrode, rust, or stain your products, and will not damage forklift tires. 

Non-Rust stain 

Unlike steel strapping, it will not stain your products with rust.  

 

 Accessories 

Buckles matching to different belts 

  

 
 

  

1. Buckles:  

as displayed on the above picture 

2. Strapping cart 
It is designed to ensure that our polyester strapping stays clean and in perfect shape. 

3. Tensioners 

There are special tensioners to match to different belts, max 50mm in width.   

Attention: 
* Only use unbroken tensioner; the label shows the property clearly. 

Overload in use is prohibited 

* Do not tie up the belt. 

* Prevent the belt from cut damage by sharp edges and corners. 

* Do not distort the tensioner  

* Do not put the goods on the tensioner to avoid damage. 

* Do not use the tensioner for load lifting. 

 

 



 

 

 

Contact us 

 

 

 

 
United-Ports (Shanghai) LTD.  
Add:No.3293, South Hongmei Rd, 

Minhang District,Shanghai,China 

TEL:86-21-34634180  

FAX:86-21-34625293 

Web: www.cargo-protec.com.cn 

Mail: info@united-ports.com 
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